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I wish to express my concern about the proposed changes to the
Callan Park Complex, which was originally designated to the selvice offacilities for the
iVlentallv III There are several reasons ,vhy they are unacceptable
They are as follows].

There Insufficient therapeutic services for the people ,,,,ho are psychiaiTically ill 91
the present time. As you are well aware, the prisons have large numbers of
mentally ill patIents, who are not receiving appropriate treatment
2. It is sensible to open new services at Concord Hospital, provided there is
improved transpoIi Services for visitors as family contact j::, essential to
Rehabilitation and Discharge
Public Transnort t,) Rozelle is Qood bv bus and
the Light Rail to Lilyfield, gives good accessfrcm the Central Raihvay StaiiulJ. It
seems however crazy to offer beds at Concord Hospital and close the services at
Rozelle.
3. There are reasons why Services for the Mentally III are not best met in a Ward in
a General Hospital.
The lack of Outdoor Space is a handicap, and the resentment
of the General Trained Staff to the behaviour of the mentally ill presents a
problem
4. As I am sure you know, the trend at present is to admit psychiatrically ill patients,
put them on medication, and discharge them within a few days. This leads to a
Qllick {O"ireakdown an(~ rtadln~s~i(J1i.
\/1any patients 11eed 2t,}vnger p\:~riGd {)f tilllC ~11
a therapeutic environment, which can be provided in a facility such as Callan
Park, with its good outdoor areas.
5 At present I have retired from ,Active Practice, but I work as an Ofticial Visitor to
various Psychiatric Facilities.
At Westmead Childrens HospitaL there is one
ward for seriously disturbed children and adolescents.
It has one small Courtyard
to provide outdoor space
The young patients say the place is 'a Dungeon'.
\Vhen one looks at the space that could be available at Callan Park. it seems tragic
to lose it to the University
There is a large Waiting List for admiSSIon for
adolescents to mental health facilitie::" with the increasing use of drugs and
alcohol by young people and children the cries for help are increasmg
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I hope you wiIl reconsider the plans for Callan Park in terms of what is in the best
interest of the people, both the patients and their long suffering relatives, as well as
the general weIlbeing of the community
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